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A B S T R A C T
M odern day applications require com putational power which cannot be sa t­
isfied with uniprocessor systems. So the use of multiprocessor systems in such jobs becomes 
necessary. This thesis presents an approach of allocating the tasks to  a multiprocessor 
system  called the s ta r network. Generally, an incoming task requires only a part of the 
s ta r network, and not the whole network, for its execution. So, we need a task allocation 
stra tegy  which can identify the free processors forming a substar and allocate tasks to  these 
substars. The task executes for a tim e equal to  task residence tim e and then relinquishes the 
substar. Sometimes there might be enough free processors forming a substar in the network 
which can host the next incoming task. But the allocation stra tegy  may not recognize the 
free processors as a substar. To create a substar of free processors to  host the next task, 
task m igration has to be performed such th a t the free processors are grouped into a sub- 
star. In this work, three processor allocation strategies : sta tic , dynamic and dynamic with 
task m igration are presented. Using sim ulations, a  comparison of these strategies is done 
to  obtain the percentage improvement of one stra tegy  over the other. Also a com parative 
study of the working of these strategies in star-netw orks and hypercubes is done. A saving 
of 5-11 % is achieved by for both the networks incorporating task-m igration in dynamic 
allocation over simple dynamic allocation.
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C h a p ter  1
In trod u ction
Interconnection networks came into existence due to  the rapid advancement in the  IC fab­
rication and packaging technology to  cater to the ever-increasing dem ands of the com puta­
tion intensive applications requiring higher system  performance. Today, a myriad of tasks 
like weather forecasting, aerodynam ics sim ulation, chemical reaction sim ulation, missile 
guidance, satellite collected imagery analysis, ballistic missile defense, robot vision, speech 
recognition require highly structured  com putations a t the ra te  of 1 0 12 to 1 0 16 floating point 
operations per second to achieve solutions a t a desired level of accuracy. Since there are 
approxim ately 3 .15xl013 microseconds per year, and a conventional high-performance m a­
chine can complete roughly one floating operation per microsecond, it is clear th a t these 
problems can occupy conventional machines for several years. These examples show tha t 
the present day problems and the more dem anding future problems will require extremely 
high performance com puter systems.
To date high performance com puters have owed their speed prim arily to 
advances in circuit and packing technology! VLSI). These technologies are subject to  physical 
limits constraining the ultim ate speed of a conventional uniprocessor com puter. The speed 
limits imposed by a single processor system can be exceeded by splitting the same task into 
a num ber of small tasks each operating on a num ber of processors operating in parallel, 
known as parallel computers.
1
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W ithin each interconnection network, the individual processing units called 
the nodes are independent units and com m unicate with each other while executing pro­
gram s.Each node may have its own memory, floating point processors, I/O  processors and 
a copy of the operating system.
The m ajor problem in designing a large-scale parallel system is the construc­
tion of an interconnection network to  provide interprocessor communications and, in some 
cases, memory access for the processors. The task of interconnecting N  processors and N  
memory modules, where N  may be in the range of 2s to 216, is not trivial. The intercon­
nection scheme must provide fast and flexible communications at a reasonable cost. But 
for such a large number of processors, conventional interconnection topologies like the time 
shared buses become bottleneck for achieving the desired performance.
A single shared bus, as shown in Fig. 1.1 is not sufficient, because it is 
often desirable to allow all processors to send d a ta  to  o ther processors in parallel. The 
num ber of processors is limited by the the bandw idth available in the shared bus system. 
Ideally each processor should be linked directly to  o ther processors so th a t the system  is 
completely connected, as shown for N = 5 ,  in Fig. 1.2. U nfortunately this configuration is 
highly im practical when N  is large because (A  -  1 ) unidirectional links are required for 
each processor. For example, if A = 2 10, 1047552 unidirectional links would be required to 
connect all the nodes of the network. A nother interconnection scheme th a t allows processors 
to  simultaneously com m unicate is the crossbar network as shown in the Fig. 1.3. In this 
example, the processors com m unicate through the memories. The network may be viewed 
as a set of intersecting lines, where interconnection between processors and memories are 
specified by the crossbar switches a t each line intersections. The difficulty with crossbar 
switch network is th a t N 2 crosspoint switches are needed. As a result the cost of the network 
grows with N 2 which, makes it infeasible for large systems.
To solve the problem of providing fast, efficient communications at a  rea­
sonable cost, many different interconnection networks between the extrem es of the single 
bus and the completely connected scheme have been proposed in the literature. There is 
no single network th a t is generally considered best. The cost-effectiveness of a particular 
network design depends on such factors as the com putational tasks for which it will be used,
Shared bus
N-l
Figure 1.1: Shared Bus M ultiprocessor System
Figure 1.2: Fully Connected M ultiprocessor System (N =5)
4proc N-l
proc 1
mem N-l
proc 0
mem 0 mem 1
Figure 1.3: M ultiprocessor System with Crossbar Switches (N =5)
the desired speed of interprocessor d a ta  transfers, the actual hardw are im plem entation of 
the network, the number of processors in the system , and any cost constraints on the con­
struction. One of the promising topologies for interconnection networks is the star-graph. 
Hvpercube is a very popular architecture for large-scale multiprocessing computers.
S tar graph has been extensively studied by researches after it was proposed 
by Akers et. al. [3], [4]. Further efforts have been m ade to  prove the versatility of the 
star graph. Jwo et. al. [15] showed th a t the s ta r graph is Hamiltonian and Cong [10] 
efficiently embedded grids and cycles into the s ta r graph. N agarajarao [18] obtained the 
efficient embedding of complete binary trees and X-trees into star graphs. Sudborough et. 
al. [6 ] embedded s ta r graphs onto hypercubes. Palis et. al. [20] have found optim al on-line 
randomized routing strategies on s ta r graphs whereas Annexstein et al. [5] have given an 
optim al off-line determ inistic routing algorithm . Paraskevi and Akl [12] gave a parallel 
algorithm  for com puting Fourier Transform on the s ta r  graph. Akl and Qui [2] have found 
d a ta  communication algorithm  which can be applied in the field of com putational geometry.
A sta r network th a t supports m ultiprogram m ing can be partitioned into 
substars (subsets of the s ta r network with some topoplogical properties of the original 
network), possibly of different sizes, to execute independent jobs, with each job running on 
a  dedicated substar. When a job arrives at such a system requesting a substar of dimension
d, a free substar if exists, is located and assigned to it. The substar is released to the 
system on completion of the job. This grabbing and releasing of substars by the incoming 
tasks make the s ta r network fragmented. The fragm entation problem occurs when the 
sta r has a sufficient number of free processors, but a job request is rejected because the 
underlying substar-allocation scheme is unable to locate a free subnetwork large enough to 
accom m odate the incoming job. Task m igration overcomes the fragm entation problem. It 
involves moving tasks from one (source) substar to  another (destination) substar such th a t 
enough processors are free in the source substar to host the next incoming request. Task 
m igration reduces the average waiting time of a task before being served. In this work, we 
study different strategies of allocating processors to  the s ta r network and task m igration 
when the network is fragm ented. We propose a code referred to  as star-code for identifying 
the star-netw ork processors and based on th a t describe various processor allocation schemes 
which include allocation schemes-static, dynamic and dynamic with task m igration. We also 
propose the task m igration scheme for partial substar compaction. We perform simulation 
experim ents using the different strategies to see how the results for the various strategies 
com pare among themselves and how they compare for a hypercube and star-netw ork.
C h a p ter  2
N o ta tio n  and B ackground
The purpose of this chapter is to  provide the necessary foundation for the m aterial in 
the subsequent chapters. The notation and terminology used throughout this work are 
introduced here. The graph theoretical model of the n -star is reviewed, and the significant 
properties and param eters of this network are listed. These param eters provide a  means to 
com pare the s ta r graph with different network topologies.
2.1 G raph T h eo retic  M od el o f  an In terco n n ectio n  N etw ork
An interconnection network is modeled as an undirected graph, where the nodes of the 
graph correspond to  the processors and the edges correspond to  the communication links 
between processors. Com m unication over such a network is achieved by message passing, 
and the delay in communication is measured by the number of edges traversed. Some of 
the key features in an interconnection network are defined as follows [13]: Let G =  (Vq , 
E q ) be a graph with the node set Vq and the edge set E q . If an edge e = (u, v) £ E g , then 
the nodes u and v are said to  be adjacent and the edge e is said to be incident on these 
nodes. The degree , d e g d v )  of a node t> € Vq is equal to  the num ber of edges in G  which 
are incident on v. A graph is regular if the degree of every node in the graph is the same. 
A tree is a connected graph which contains no cycles. A graph G ( V , E )  is a subgraph of
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another graph F(V,  E ), if V ( G ) C V'(T’) an ^ E ( G )  C E ( F ) .  When V (G )  =  V'(-F), then G 
is called a spanning subgraph of F.  A subgraph of a tree is referred to  as a subtree . The 
distance da( u. u), between a pair of nodes u and v in G.  is equal to  the length ( in number 
of edges) of the shortest path  joining u and v. The diameter  of G  is the maximum distance 
between two nodes in G  over all pairs of nodes in V.
The degree of a graph is a measure of the cost of the interconnection network, 
and the diam eter is the measure of the communication delay. Consequently, it is desirable to 
construct a large graph with small degree and small diam eter. The class of networks having 
the properties of edge and node sym m etry are called sym m etric interconnection networks. 
In such networks, congestion problems are minimized since the load will be d istributed 
uniformly through all the nodes. Moreover the sym m etry allows for identical processors a t 
every node with identical routing algorithm s; it is also useful in designing algorithm s th a t 
exploit the struc tu re  of the network.
W hen a graph is used as an interconnection network, it is essential th a t 
we have a simple routing algorithm  to route messages from one node to  another. In fact, 
it is desirable th a t this routing algorithm  produce a pa th  of minimal length between two 
vertices.
A perm utation  (p\P2 ---Pn) inside a single pair of parenthesis is called a cyclic 
permutation.  It sends p\ to p2i P2 to P3 ...., pn- 1 to pn, and pn to p i, leaving all o ther symbols 
fixed, where n is the length and this cyclic permutation  of length n is called a n -  cycle. A  
2  — cycle ( pi pj ). is referred to as a transposi t ion , where 2 < p, <  n , 2  < pj < n.  and 
p,- ^  pj.  If the num ber of digits in a  cyclic representation of a perm utation are even, then 
it is called an odd perm utation because the cycle can be decomposed into odd number of 
transpositions. Similarly, the cycle with odd number of digits is called an even perm utation.
2.2 T h e  Star G raph
The s ta r graph of dimension n, denoted by S n, can be represented as an undirected graph 
defined below. A sta r graph, of size n has n! nodes and edges, the labels of which
are the n! perm utations of the n digits 1, 2 , ........... , n. The term s 's ta r  g raph ’ and 's ta r
,S
network" mean the same and are interchangeably used in this work.
D efinition 2.1 Let < n > = {1,2.3 n }, p =  (p \ ,P 2  Pn), Pi €< n > and
Pi jt pj for  i ^  j ,  that is. p be a permutation of  < n >. Then a star graph of  dimension 
n, S n =  [Vn. E n ) is elefined as
Vn = {(PI-P2 Pn)\pi € <  n >,Pi ±  Pj for I ^  j  }
and,
En = {((Pi-P2 , - - - ,Pn)-[Pj-P2 , - - - - P i  Pn)) I (PuP2  Pn) £ S„ and 2 < j  < n)
In other words, S n is a graph whose nodes are all strings of length n and 
there is an edge between two nodes iff  the n-ary string of one can be arrived from the 
o ther by interchanging a symbol in its string with the first symbol. This interchange of 
the symbols in position 1 with another symbol in position i {'2 < i < n)  of the string 
is called a transposition and is denoted by gu.  For example, if we denote the source node
by 5  and the destination node by D,  then the g\j  takes S  =  P1P2P3  Pj  Pn to
D =  PjP2p3  Pi  Pn- An edge is labeled “i” if it connects two nodes whose labels differ
in the 1 st and the i th bit positions. Every node has ( n — 1) incident edges, corresponding to 
the (n — 1 ) digits th a t the digit in the first position can be interchanged with. Thus, S n is a
regular graph with a degree of (n — 1 ). S„ is node and edge sym m etric. S n is also bipartite,
since each edge connects an odd perm utation with an even perm utation. Akers et. al. 
introduced s ta r graph and studied its properties. They proved th a t star graph belongs to a 
class of graphs called the Cayley Graphs , a class which also includes hypercube, pancake, 
and bubble-sort. The star graphs have many of the properties of the hypercube.
2 .2 .1  R o u tin g  in  th e  S ta r  G raph
Let us now consider the problem of routing in S n. Because of the vertex sym m etry of the 
nodes in s ta r graph routing from source to  destination is equivalent to routing between an 
a rb itrary  perm utation (node) to  the identity perm utation (The identity perm utation is the 
node whose digits are sorted in increasing order). This problem can be viewed as a sorting 
problem. Consider the perm utation  34521 on 5 symbols. Employing a greedy algorithm . we 
observe th a t the symbol in the first position, namely 3 . can be moved to its correct position
942311234
24312134 32413214
2341 342131242314
43211324
24133412
14234214312 143
41234132 124:1342
21433142
Figure 2.1: S tar G raph of dimension 4
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by interchanging 3 with 5. Again a greedy move gives us 14325. Now we are stuck, since 1 
is already in its desired position, we need to take an ex tra  hop to  move 1 into a position 
not occupied by the correct symbol. In this case interchanging 1 with 4 gives us 41325. 
R eturning to greedy step gives us 21345 and the final move to  12345.
Summarizing the routing strategy, we have two rules for finding the optim al 
path  between two nodes, where the destination is assumed to be identity:
1. If 1 is first, move it to any position not occupied by its correct symbols.
2. If i (i is used to denote any of (n — 1) symbols in { 1 ,2 ,. .  . , n  } -{1 }) is first, move it 
to  its desired position.
- Any perm utation  can be viewed as a set of cycles i.e. cyclically ordered set 
of symbols with the property th a t each sym bol’s desired position is th a t occupied by the 
next symbol in the set. A cycle of the form ( pj ) can be decomposed into ( p, pj  ) =  
( 1 pi ) ( 1 pj  ) ( 1 pi) and hence executed in three steps. The perm utation, 34521, 
considered above, consists of the cycles (351 )(24). Also a symbol already in the correct 
position appears as 1 -cycle.
For a given perm utation  ir, let c denote the num ber of symbols in these 
cycles, i.e. the num ber of cycles of length a t least 2 , and m  the to tal of symbols not in 
correct positions. The minimum distance d{w) from 7r to  the identity perm utation (I) is 
given by :
{ 0  if 1 is first
2  if 1 is not first
The diam eter of the s ta r graph is the maximum value obtainable by d(ir). 
diaSn =  L ^ J
2 .2 .2  P a r t it io n a b ility  o f  S tar G raph
On observing the structure  of the S n closely, it is seen th a t if the digit in the last position
is held fixed, say with the digit n, then there are (n  — 1 )! perm utations of the remaining
( n - l )  digits and they with all o ther permissible interchanges will constitu te an S „_ i. If
i l
the last position is held fixed with any other digit, we will get ( n ~  1 )! perm utations th a t are 
interconnected in a m anner identical to a S„- i .  Thus, the vertices of S n can be partitioned 
into n groups, each containing (n — 1)1 vertices, based on the last digit in last position. 
Each such group will be isomorphic to  Sn_ i. These groups will be interconnected by edges 
corresponding to interchanging digit in the I s* position with the digit in last position. 
Fig. 2.1 shows a S 4 as four interconnected copies of S3 . The fixing of the digits could be in 
any position from 2  to n, and not necessarily in the last position.
A graph is said to be hierarchical if its generators gi,  </2 > • ■ -Sd &.re such tha t 
for 1 < i < d, Qj is outside the subgroup generated by the first (i -  1) generators. In case 
of star, for example g 12 and 17x3 cannot together perform the operation of <714. Hence, the 
s ta r graph is hierarchical. Under this definition every s ta r has a recursive decomposition 
structure.
Let J2 be th® symbol set {1, 2, ..... . n — 1, n, * }, where * denotes a don’t
care symbol. Every substar of S„ can be uniquely represented by a  string of symbols in 
Y -  Such a string of symbols from Y  correspond to the address of a substar. The number 
of *’s in the address of a substar is the dimension of substar. In a S n, the rightm ost digit 
will be referred to as dn and the leftmost digit as d\. *k denotes k  consecutive *’s. For 
example, the substar *343 is 3-dimensional and contains the nodes { 12543, 15243, 21543, 
25143, 51243. 52143 }.
2.3 H yp ercu b e
Hypercube has become a popular architecture for large-scale multiprocessing computers. 
It offers a rich interconnection structure  with large bandw idth, logarithmic diam eter, high 
degree of fault tolerance, homogeneity and symmetry. From a topological point of view 
a hypercube provides a good balance between node connectivity, network diam eter and 
algorithm  embeddability. Based on the above properties, several hypercube based systems 
were developed among which are Cosmic Cube (64 node hypercube), iPSC (Intel Personal 
supercom puter, 128 node system ), T-series, Connection Machine M ark-Ill.
Hypercube can be thought of as a cube of any dimension, with a node at
12
110
100 101
010
001000
Figure ‘2.2: Hypercube of dimension 3
each corner. An n-dimensional hypercube (n-cube) can be modelled as a graph G n[ V . E )  
with |V'| =  N =  2n, |£ j  =  n2'1_1. Nodes are assigned binary numbers from 0 to  2n _ 1  such 
th a t the link i connects two nodes whose labels differ in the ith bit. An n-cube denoted 
by Q n for n >  2 can be defined recursively in term s of the graph product operation x 
as follows, where A'2  =  Q\  is the complete 2 -node graph Q n =  A'2 x Q n- 1 - Fig. 2 . 2  
illustrates Q 3 .
For each node u S V ( G n ), let a(u)  denote the binary label of this node. 
The Hamming weight of a node u is denoted by || a(u)  ||. The class of nodes of Hamming 
weight i is denoted by tu,-. Also, let 0  denote the bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) operation on 
binary numbers. Then, e =  (u , v) € E ( G n). iff || a(u)  •£ a(v)  || =  1. This implies th a t 
degGn(u)  =  n for every node u € V ( G n ). Also, dan(u, v ) =  || a(u) & a(v)  ||, for every 
pair of nodes u, v £ V(G„).
A Q n has N  =  2" nodes, diam eter n , C f  nodes at a distance i from a given 
node and n node disjoint paths between any pair of nodes. The paths are either of the same 
length as the Hamming distance between the end points of the paths, or the Hamming 
distance plus two. The degree of every node is 11 and the to ta l num ber of communication 
links a t each node is ^  yielding a to tal of ^  bidirectional links in the structure . The Q n
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is also vertex and edge sym m etric. More formally, given any pair of nodes u and v in the 
cube, there exists an autom orphism  which maps u to  v.
2 .3 .1  R o u tin g  on  a  H y p e rcu b e
If a message is to be sent from node u to  a neighbouring node v such th a t a{u) and a(v)  
differ only in the i th b it, link i must be traversed. Alternately, traversing link i from a node 
u is referred to  as correcting the iih in a(u).  If two nodes have a Hamming distance of i, i 
bits in the source label m ust be corrected. These i bits can be corrected in any order. This 
implies th a t there exists i! distinct paths of length i and n — i distinct paths of length i +  2  
between two nodes of Hamming distance ;.
C h ap ter  3
Task A llocation  and C om paction
A multiprocessor system may consist of a large number of processors. However, it is impos­
sible to get infinite speedup for a parallel program  by using unlimited num ber of processors 
since parallelism th a t can be exploited effectively varies from problem to problem. The most 
suitable network size is the one th a t balances the com putation and the communication of 
the parallel programs of the tasks. Thus, in most cases, a task will request only a part of the 
whole system . To effectively utilize a multiprocessor system , the system  should implement 
m ultitasking so th a t multiple tasks can be allowed to share a large s ta r network.
Sharing a multiprocessor system  requires an allocation scheme which is ca­
pable of locating and assigning a set of free processors (subsystem ) to  the incoming tasks. 
This process of allocation is called task allocation. Upon allocation a task executes in the 
system  for a time called the task residence time. After the task residence time expires, 
the task relinquishes the processors allocated to  it, indicating the completion of task. The 
processors freed by different tasks may be distributed throughout the system . Although 
there might be free processors available in the system , these processors may not form a 
subsystem  large enough to host the next incoming task , which can be recognized by the 
allocation scheme. Thus the allocation of tasks to  processors depends on the subsystem 
recognition of the task allocation scheme. As a result, the tasks have to  be backlogged 
until some running tasks leave the system . In this situation , the processor fragmentation
14
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problem is said to  occur. A scheme with better recognition capability could identify needed 
subsystem  in a highly fragmented situation. Ideally we would like a scheme to identify all 
the available subsystems.
If a running task is allowed to m igrate from one subsystem  to another to 
create room for the next request, then the processor fragm entation problem can be taken 
care of by a compaction scheme with task m igration. A collection of occupied subsystem  is 
called a configuration. We first determ ine the goal configuration to which a given fragmented 
s ta r network must change by relocating active tasks. Task migration can remove system 
fragm entation. Task Migration involves moving the active jobs in a system  to a substar of 
free processors. The action of a node to move its task module to  one of its neighboring 
nodes is called a moving step. Task m igration, as we will discuss, maybe a costly procedure 
since it requires th a t process contexts be switched across the network. The penalty paid 
for task m igration is calculated in term s of the num ber of required moving steps. Also, the 
performance of a task m igration scheme depends on the speed of inter-processor communi­
cation and the way the tasks are transferred. The larger the communication overhead, the 
costlier the task migration.
The processor allocation in a hypercube is studied and several m ethods have 
been proposed: e.g. Buddy strategy [8 ], Gray code [8 ], and MSS [11]. Chen and Shin 
studied the hypercube fragm entation problem and proposed to  m igrate the jobs currently 
in the system  so as to  free up a large free subcube [9]. Huang and Juang  studied the 
partial subcube compaction scheme [14]. Kim et. al. [16] gave sequential and parallel 
cube-com apaction schemes for buddy subcube compaction. The problem of preem ptive job 
scheduling on hypercube has been studied by [1], [7], [2 1 ], [2 2 ].
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the star-code. Sec­
tion 2  describes the allocation tree which can be used to  model the nodes of the star-netw ork. 
The Section 3 describes process allocation schemes, task com paction and a sequential partial 
star-allocation scheme.
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3.1 T h e  Star C ode
In assigning a substar to an incoming star, the sym m etry and the hierarchy of the star 
graph must be utilized. It is known th a t the S n labeled as *n can be partitioned in (n  — 1) 
different ways by slicing the network along any dimension i where 2  < i < n. The Sn_ i ’s 
obtained as a result of partitioning along any dimension i would have the i th position of 
their label fixed to val( i )  where 1 < va l ( i )  < n (the leftmost position in the label is “T " 
conventionally). The partitioning can be done recursively on each £'n- i  to obtain smaller 
substars of desirable dimension. Thus the partitioning of the s ta r has the effect of fixing 
a certain bit position in its label which originally contains all *’s. An ordered sequence 
of dimensions can be specified for partitioning the network. For instance, consider the S 4 
labeled as % * ** and let the partitioning dimension sequence be (3,2,4). In the first level of 
partitioning, the label of each substar will be * * -* . and the subsequent levels of partitioning
will produce substars w ith labels * ----- * and * ------- , where —’s indicate fixed positions.
D efinition 3.1 A per muta t i on  o f  (n  — 1) di s t inc t  integers f ro m 2 to n r epresen ted by 
( d n, d n- 1 . . .  f/ 3 . do ) is cal led a S tar Code SC'n with param e te r s  d{, 2 <  i < n.
Thus the num ber of distinct S C n's is (n  — 1)1. These SC'n's will be used to 
partition  the network for task allocation.
3.2 T h e A llo ca tio n  Tree
The allocation tree to be described is similar to the binary tree used in the Buddy strategy 
in the sense th a t each node represents the label of a unique subnetwork, and the children 
of any node collectively form the label of a subnetwork of the next higher dimension. Due 
to the structu ra l property inherent to the s ta r graph (i.e. each S,t contains k S k - i ' s ) ,  each 
node representing an S* has exactly k children in the allocation tree.
Each allocation tree T ( S C n ) is set up based on a unique S C n with param eters 
(d „ ,d n_ i . . . c/3 , </2 )- The root has the label of *n representing S n - The children of the root 
are obtained by fixing the position dn to any integer between 1 and n. The next generation 
nodes are produced by fixing the position r/n_i to  one of the unused integers in the label 
of their parents, and so on. In other words, in a traversal from the root to a leaf-node
in the allocation tree, substars are visited by successively fixing positions in their labels 
according to  the ordered sequence specified by the SC'n■ The formal description of the 
T ( S C n ) is given below by specifying the parent  and children functions of an arb itrary  node, 
say Uk =  Mi u2 • • • «n-i* bi the tree. Thus :
ud, -
* for 2  < i < k
(3.1)
val (di )  for k +  1 < i <  n
where val (di )  is the digit occupying position i in Uk-
The allocation tree can be uniquely specified by defining the parent  and 
children functions in the tree.
P a r e n t ( U k ' T ( S C ) n) = ( p i P i -- .p„ ), whe re
Ud for 2  <  i < n,  i ^  k +  1;
P<1, = { (3.2)
* for i =  k +  1
c h i l d r e n ( U k , T { S C ' ) n ) =  (ciC-2 .. . c n ), where  
I u j t for 2  < i <  n. i ^  k
Cdi —
2  < j  < k, i = le + I
(3.3)
where a  € {1 , 2 , . . .  n } - {val(dn ), i’a /(d n_ j ) . . .  cal(dk+i) }•
The allocation tree shown in Fig. 3.2 is generated using the s ta r code (4. 
3, 2). The root of the allocation tree represents a £ 4  (*'*). The children of the root are 
obtained by fixing the the 4th digit in the address label to all the values it can take. At this 
level all the S 3 's reside. The children of these substars can be obtained by fixing one more 
digit in the address, which in this case is the third digit. At this level all Si ' s  reside. The 
children of these substars have second digit in their address fixed, which results in a S\ .
3 .2 .1  S u b sta r  R e c o g n iz a b ility  o f  a S tar C o d e
A single star code would suffice to  allocate processors if all the tasks come in a t the same
tim e and relinquish the processors at the same time. In this case, we do not come across the 
problem of recognizing the free substars. But in practice it does not happen so. A task upon 
completion leaves holes of different sizes across the network which might not be recognized 
by the s ta r code used for processor allocation. This results in system  fragm entation. An 
alternate  approach is to  use a different s ta r code to recognize the holes left out by the 
BSC. The multiple subcube recognition problem for hypercube has been solved by Chen 
and Shin [8 ]. In a hypercube, the problem is one of finding a Binary Code which recognizes 
two k-cubes differing in their (k +  i)th bit position, where i is any bit position from 1 to  n, 
except for the fc-bits fixed in the fc-cube. But in star-netw ork, the s ta r code to be able to  
form a  A:-star should recognize all the k S k - i  with (n  — k)  digits fixed and (n — k + l ) th 
digit having all the values allowed. The task of identifying all the k-substars becomes more 
difficult as the dimension of s ta r increases.
root of the tree, a t each level i, where 1 < i < n — 2, i of the to ta l n-digits are fixed. The
the star-code, then w ithout loss of generality we can assume th a t the s ta r code (let us call 
this the Basic S tar Code ( B S C ) )
Consider a  k-ary tree which represents the s ta r graph. S tarting from the
s ta r code denoting a substar a t level i has i elements in its sets. If nothing is specified about
S C n — {^m dn — 1 , ■d2)
represents a S n-
Consider a substar in which ^-digits are variable and (n — k) digits are fixed
as given by BSC
k digits n -  k digits 
* * * . . .  * Ofc+i, cu-+2  ■ ■ ■ an 
 *     '
(3.4)
In a S„, the num ber of distinct Sk 's is given by
7 2 — 1
\ / \n
( 3 . 5 )
\
n — k /  \ n — k /
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For example in S4 ,
Number of 3-substars in S4 = 1‘2 
Num ber of 2-substars in S4 =  18
Number of substars a star-code S C \  can recognize is given by
n\ n!
Therefore, the num ber of star-codes recognizing all possible Sk equals
(» ~ 1 )!
(n  -  k)\ ( k -  1 )!
(3.7)
In the above cases note th a t although all the s ta r codes are distinct but some 
of the 2-substars might overlap with the 3-substars.
3.3 P rocessor  A llo ca tio n
An incoming task should be assigned to  s ta r network processors such tha t an "optim al 
assignm ent" is obtained, i.e. the system  utilization is maximized and the fragm entation is 
minimized. It is assumed th a t each task requires a substar for execution whose dimension 
varies depending on the task size but never exceeds n, the maximum size available in the 
S n. A lthough substars can be allocated to incoming tasks in many ways, it is im portant 
to  perform the allocation such th a t the maximum num ber of tasks can be hosted. Upon 
completion of execution, the substar used for the task m ust be relinquished (deallocated) 
for later use. Efficient allocation an d /o r deallocation of processors in a s ta r based system is 
a  key to its performance and utilization. The processor allocation in a s tar graph consists 
of two steps :
1 . Determ ination of the size of a substar to  accom m odate an incoming request assuming 
th a t a complete substar is required by an incoming task.
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2. Location of a substar of the size determined in step 1 and its assignment to the incom­
ing task such th a t the system utilization is maximized and the system fragm entation 
is minimized.
We assume th a t the size of the substar to accom m odate an incoming request 
is known. The second step is the subject of this work. We address the problems of
• Static allocation
•  Dynamic allocation
An allocation policy is called static if it considers allocation of input requests 
w ithout considering the relinquishment of these processors. A dynamic  policy can handle 
processor allocation and deallocation at any time depending on the the arrival and com­
pletion of jobs. It also considers the task m igration among the substars after a substar is 
relinquished and subsequent substar allocation to  the incoming requests. A dynamic pol­
icy gives a be tter optim ization of resources than the static  allocation. However, finding a 
perfect dynamic policy is extrem ely hard and so is the proof of optimality.
Given a node addressing scheme, a set of “contiguous” nodes form a substar 
in a S n , ju st like a set of memory pages form a memory segment. This fact implies resem­
blance of the processor allocation problem in the S n to the conventional memory allocation 
problem. The allocation strategy used here is Buddy Strategy .
The Buddy Strategy will be proven to be statically optim al in the sense tha t 
any task can be accom m odated if there are sufficient free processors. However in the case 
when processor relinquishment is taken into account, the Buddy strategy will be shown to 
be poor in recognizing or detecting the availability of substars in the S n multiprocessor 
system . Due to the special s tructure  of it is difficult to detect the availability of a 
substar of required size, and merge released substars of small sizes into larger size substars. 
The processor utilization is thus degraded. To avoid the complexity, we focus on ways 
of exploiting the ideas used in conventional memory allocation m ethods. Our approach 
to  the processor allocation problem is mainly based on a linear search of a binary list 
of allocation, such as the first fit and the best fit. In this work the first-fit approach is 
employed. The ability of detecting the availability of substars will henceforth be term ed as
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substar recognition ability.
In a 5',i, which has n! processors, availability of free processors is kept track 
of by having an allocation bit for each processor of the allocation tree. This requires re! 
allocation bits. An allocation bit with value 0(1) indicates the availability (unavailability) 
of the corresponding node.
3 .3 .1  S ta tic  P ro c esso r  A llo ca tio n
1. Set k =  | / j | ,  where \ I j \  is the dimension of a substar required to accom m odate the 
request I j .
2. Determine the least integer m, such th a t all the allocation bits in the region #  
[mk\ ,  ( m +  1 )k\ — 1] are 0 ’s and set all the allocation bits in the region #  [mfc!, (m  +  
1 )1-! -  1] to  l ’s.
3. Allocate nodes with addresses S n(i )  to  the request I j  Vi £ # [ m k l ,  ( m +  l)/c! -  1].
The strategy can be explained by the allocation tree in Fig. 3.2. The level 
where the root resides is numbered 0 , and the nodes in the level i are associated with 
substars of dimension (re — i) for 0 < i <  re — 2. A node in a fc-ary tree is available if all 
of its offsprings are available. When an incoming request needs a 5/t, the Buddy strategy 
searches for a  node with allocation bit 0  a t the (n — k) tlx level of the tree from left to right and 
allocates the first available substar to  the request. The processor associated with allocation 
bits in #  [mk\ ,  (m  +  l ) k \  -  1] always constitu te a S* whose address is *kdk+i • • •dn_ i d n 
.where d,- constitu te the (re -  k)  fixed digits as specified by the s ta r code.
Fig. 3.1 shows an example of static allocation. It is observed th a t a 5h
can accom m odate an incoming request sequence { /1 . / 2 , .......... F10} ev’en if the order of the
request in the sequence is arbitrarily  shuffled. This can be proved to  be a result of static 
optim ality. An allocation strategy is said to  be s tat i cal l y  op t i ma l  if a S„,  using any input 
sequence can accom m odate any input sequence { /,} “=1, iff Kil ^  where |/ , | is 
the dimension of the substar required to  accom m odate the request /;. We shall prove this 
theorem  later on in this section.
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F i g u r e  3 .1 :  A l l o c a t i o n  u s i n g  t h e  B u d d y  s t r a t e g y
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F i g u r e  3 .2 :  A l l o c a t i o n  T r e e  o f  a  S t a r  G r a p h  w i t h  s t a r  c o d e  ( 4 .  3 .  2 )
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F i g u r e  3 .3 :  A l l o c a t i o n  T r e e  o f  a  S t a r  G r a p h  w i t h  s t a r  c o d e  ( 3 .  2 ,  4 )
The static  allocation scheme does not deal with processor relinquishm ent, 
so it only has a theoretical significance. It also assumes th a t a task once allocated executes 
forever, which practically is never the case. These type of models provide a best case 
scenario with respect to which other models can be analyzed.
To prove the static optim ality of the strategy, it is necessary to  give the 
following definitions and lemmas:
D efinition 3.2 : A region *n~kd n- k + 1 .............. dn- i d n is sa i d  to be a hole i f  this region is
available f o r  s o m e  values o f  d n- k + i .  where dn- k + 1 6 { 1 ,2 , n]  such that  d n- k + 1  j 1 d n- i ,
where  0 < i <  k — 2, but is unavai lable f o r  o ther  values o f  dn- k + 1 -
A region is unavailable if any one of the allocation bits associated with the 
region is set to  1. Clearly, an allocation bit reset to 0 must always belong to one and only 
one hole. Let { /ii( j ) } “= 1  denote a sequence of holes which result from allocating substars
to the request sequence { I \ , I 2, ........ , Ij} , where u is the to ta l num ber of holes. O rder the
hole sequences in such a way th a t hp( j )  m ust lie before hq( j )  iff p <  q, where p  and q 
represent the size of the hole. Then we have the following lemma:
Lem m a 3.1 V j  and  k <  u, Jlfz'j1 ( |/z,(J)|)! < ( |M j ) | ) !  where { l i f j ) }  is a hole sequence
and \hm ( j ) \  is the d imens ion  o f  subs tar  h m( j ) .
Proof: The desired result will follow if it is proved th a t |/ip(y)| > |h ,(y)l Vp > q. Consider 
p  and q such th a t p  >  q and \hp( j ) \  =  hi  <  \hq( j ) \  = h2. According to the definition 
o f  Buddy stra tegy  hp( j )  must be preceded by a  region of h 2\ which is unavailable as a 
consequence of allocating substars of dimension not greater than h \ . However there should 
be a hole hq[ j )  of size h2\ before this unavailable region, which is impossible under this 
strategy. Therefore, \hp( j ) \  > |/i9 ( j) | V p  and q, meaning th a t { |/i;(j) |} ;= i is a strictly 
increasing sequence. Q .E .D .
T heorem  3.1 The s t rategy  is s t at i cal l y  opt imal .
Proof: Let { I i , I 2,  I f ]  be an incoming request sequence. Suppose there are enough
nodes available to accom m odate this sequence . i.e.
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nl ~  E [= /  I/it-' >  |/r |!
We have to  find a hole whose size is greater than  | / r |. so th a t \Ir \ could be assigned to  th a t 
hole. An incoming task (of dim (n -  1 )) will be assigned to  the next substar only if the 
current substar does not have a (n — 1) dimension hole. Hence.
i M r - u i !  > (n\-r;zl\m 
n! -  n ^ l / , 1! =  r U \ h , ( r - D \ \
| / * u ( c  — 1 ) 1  >  £ ? = i ' l A i ( r - l ) | !
We have. \hu(r  -  1 )| >  \Ir \V |Au(r  -  1)|. | / r | £ I +. Q .E .D .
3 .3 .2  D y n a m ic  P ro c e sso r  A llo ca tio n
In Dynamic Allocation we will consider processor relinquishment at some specified intervals 
of tim e and will allocate the free processors to the next incoming task requests. We will 
consider two types of dynamic allocation strategies - with and w ithout task  m igration.
Task M igration
Task m igration is closely related to  the substar allocation strategy, since active task must 
be relocated in such a way th a t the availability of substars can be detected by the allocation 
strategy. We develop the task migration for the Buddy Strategy. A goal configuration (of 
destination substars) w ithout fragm entation is determ ined first. Then, the node-mapping 
between the source and destination substars is derived. Finally a routing procedure to 
obtain the shor te s t  deadlock free  (SD F) path  for relocating tasks is developed. A path  is 
defined as an ordered sequence of star-graph nodes in which any two consecutive nodes are 
physically adjacent to  each other in the network. If a substar is allocated to a task, all 
nodes within the substar are said to be blocked. Nodes th a t are not blocked are free.
In order to  describe the process of task m igration, let J  be the set of all the 
tasks currently running on the star-netw ork. and let S  be the set of all substars blocked by 
these tasks. (The substars in S  are pairwise disjoint, and there is a one-one correspondence 
between J  and 5 ). We call S a ./-set, as each substar in S  uniquely represents a task. Given 
a J -set, a migrat ion s t ep  S  'b—6 S'  involves the m igration of task from a substar S a in S  to 
a free substar Sb, where d i m ( S a)  = d im(Sb)  and results in a new T-set S'  =  (5  - {Sa }) (J
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{Sb }. We assume a packet-switchiug star-netw ork tha t uses the buddy system allocation 
strategy. For performance reason, it is desirable th a t each m igration step be effective in the 
following sense.
Definition 3.3 .4 migrat ion s t ep  S  b— h $ '  effect ive i f  the fo l l ow ing cond i t ions  are sa t ­
isfied:
1. Struc ture  preserving: S '  is a substar recognizable by the underlying substar allocation 
scheme (Buddy scheme).
2. Adjacency preserving: Two processes at adjacent nodes of S a are m igrated to adjacent 
nodes of St-
3. Link disjoint:  At any particular step no two substars should route d a ta  to the same 
node.
4. Conten t i on  free: Sb is a free substar so th a t job running a t S a , after arriving at Sb, 
can resume processing immediately.
D ynam ic A llocation  
D ynam ic A llocation Schem e :
1. Follow the steps as described in Buddy Processor allocation strategy in section 3.3.1.
2. Let t j, t-2 . •••Lv be task residence time associated with each input request. To 
sim ulate the passing of time, the task residence tim e (TR T) of the tasks in the system 
is decremented at some fixed time interval T , such th a t after T time units, it becomes
— T, t -2 — T, • • -tk — T.  The sta tu s of the processor is checked after every T  time. 
W hen <; — j T  =  0 the substar is relinquished by the task i, where i € {1,2, ...A-} and 
j is an integer. On relinquishing a substar its allocation bits are set to zero.
3. The next request in the queue. If.+i is checked for processor allocation condition 2. If 
th a t is satisfied then the request is allocated to a substar in the network.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the incoming request, /.v is honored.
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Fig.3.4a through 3.4d illustrate dynamic task allocation. These figures il­
lustra te  th a t the dynamic allocation strategy is not optim al. A S4 is considered which is
partitioned into four 6 3 . Let a, b. c. d. e, f. g, h be the incoming task which require substars 
of dimension 3, 2. 2. 2, 2, 2. 2. 2 respectively. Fig. 3.4a shows these requests assigned to 
the star-netw ork. In Fig. 3.4b tasks b, c. d and h finish execution and hence relinquish the 
processors (substars in the figure). This creates some room in the system to host the next 
incoming requests. Let three task requests i. j, k each requiring substars of dimension 6 .
2. 2 resp. come in. As shown in Fig. 3.4c i is assigned to  substar 2, j and k to substar 3.
Consider the processor assignment if the task requests i, j, k required 2, 6 , 2-dimensional
substars respectively. In th a t case the processor allocation would be as shown in Fig. 3.4d. 
which shows th a t the allocation of i to substar 2  doesnot leave room for j and hence it has 
to wait for the completion of some other task. The above example shows th a t the task 
assignm ent depends on the order of task arrival. Thus the dynamic allocation scheme is 
not optim al.
If {k < I) and (n! -  X^ 1 Ii -  h  < /;)
Ik is assigned but // is not. 
else if (k > /), and (n! — 51 t i  li ~  U < h )
Both // and J* can be assigned.
3 .3 .3  D y n a m ic  A llo c a tio n  w ith  T ask  M ig ra tio n
Allocation and deallocation of substars usually result in a fragm ented star, where even if 
sufficient num ber of s ta r nodes are available, they do not form a substar large enough to 
accom m odate an incoming task. As the fragm entation in conventional memory allocation 
can be handled by memory compaction, the fragm entation problem in s ta r multiprocessor 
system  can be solved by compaction using task m igration i.e. relocating tasks within the 
s ta r to  remove fragm entation. Thus it becomes im perative to develop an efficient procedure 
for task m igration, which relocates the active tasks to elim inate the fragm entation.
Task C om paction
The purpose of task compaction is to  rearrange the task assignment in a star network so 
th a t processor fragm entation can be minimized. Com paction is carried out when the system 
has enough free processors but the processor allocation strategy fails to find a free substar 
for the  incoming task. Processor compaction involves task m igration from one substar to 
another such th a t enough free processors are available to  accom m odate the next incoming 
request within the network.
Costs tha t may be incurred in a compaction include:
1. The cost of suspending the tasks.
2. The cost of task m igration.
3. The cost of resuming the tasks.
4. The cost of compaction algorithm  th a t generates new task assignments.
Costs of suspending/resum ing a task are the delays in sending a signal to  the 
process of the task, and the cost of compaction depends on the complexity of the algorithm . 
The complexity would not be high if the algorithm  is carefully designed. Com paring with the 
task m igration costs these costs are relatively small and can be neglected. Task m igration 
involves process movement across the network. Its cost depends on num ber of processes in 
the task, the distance between the original and the new sites and the way the processes are 
moved.
A n A lgorithm  to  Obtain N ew  Task A ssignm ent
In a  compaction, a new task assignment is usually obtained before task migration takes 
place. A new task assignment is generated in the scheduling phase, which dictates which 
task should be relocated to which substar and then task m igration carried out in a way that 
is independent of how the new task assignment is generated. In this section we describe a 
new task assignment scheme for performing partial compaction.
Intuitively, whenever a Sk is needed and the allocation mechanism cannot 
find a  Sk with k\ free processors, the partial algorithm  will select a Sk which is hosting the 
least number of processes (the Sk has the minimum number of busy processors), extract all
tasks from the substar, and move them  to destination substars. The incoming task is then 
allocated to Sk-
The substar selected for assignment to the incoming request is partially 
occupied. Tasks running on it have to be suspended and migrated to  o ther substars. The 
overhead of creating such a substar depends on the tasks currently assigned to the substar, 
the  new substars for these tasks and the communication channels between the source and 
the destination substars. Thus, the substar has to  be selected properly so th a t the overhead 
of relinquishing a substar can be minimized. Different criteria for selecting the required 
substar can be used. The criterion used here for selection is "substar with the least number 
of active processors'’.
The substars represented in the Buddy Strategy have the following properties [14] : 
P rop erty  1. If Sk and S'f. are two different fc-stars in the buddy strategy, then the two 
substars are disjoint.
P rop erty  2. If Sk and S m are any two substars in the buddy strategy, and k < m,  then 
Qk and Q m are either disjoint or Qk is a substar of Q m .
From these properties, we observe th a t a task cannot span multiple disjoint paths. 
A lg o r i th m  3.1  Dynamic Allocation Scheme with Task Migration
1. Follow the steps 1 and 2 of the static  allocation scheme.
2. Allocate the next request Ik- to  the s ta r network. If it cannot be allocated and if 
(n! — 5Zf=/ I j )  > Ik- then task compaction is performed before it can be allocated. 
If the above condition is false, then wait for the task to  get over.
3. P artition  the s ta r  network into substars of dimension | / j | .
4. Choose a  substar S a such th a t ( S a -  1^1) is maximum, Vi 6  S a- E xtract all 
tasks from the substar and move them to the destination substars.
5. Allocate the substar to  the incoming task to the substar freed.
6 . Continue steps 2 through 5, until all incoming requests are honored.
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Figure 3.5b: Partial Com paction with task migration
Sequential Partial Star-Com paction:
In sequential algorithm  the substars are moved from source to destination 
one after the o ther to  avoid the deadlock th a t may occur due to sim ultaneous movement 
of substars. Let $  be a  substar allocation scheme and /lo be a J -se t, all of its elements 
$ - recognizable (elements recognized by the substar allocation scheme $ ) . Let «/, denote a 
job occupying S',-. Suppose th a t a new job arrives requesting a S'd, and th a t there are at 
least d\ free processors available in the system  but no free Sd is recognizable by $ . The
problem is to find a sequence of effective steps
, J a\ -Jl,\ , Ja2>Jb2 i Ti3 ,•do — -di — .42 — .43 • ■ • — ,4m
such th a t after m igrating each to $  can recognize a free 5,/ in the system where A m 
is the new J-set.
A lgorithm  3.2 S C C  (S.d)
1. Let F  =  {Fi, F2 , F3 , F m} be a set of free substars of d! processors. Assume th a t 
F;. where 1 <  i < m do not form a Si .  and |F | > 1.
2. Assume th a t the next incoming task Ij  requires Si .  Partition the star-netw ork into 
■j! sub-stars of dimension d\.
3. Select a substar S i  which has maximum free processors. E xtract all the task from 
this substar and m igrate to  the destination substars.
4. Allocate this substar to  the incoming request.
The intersection of two substars is a substar which contains the nodes com­
mon to both substars.
Lem m a 3.2 The necessary and sufficient conditions for  substars a  =  ajc^..................“ n
and j3 — bibi ..................bn to have an empty intersection are
• a, #  bj i f  i =  j
• ai = bj if  i j  and  a,- =  6; ^  *
Lem m a 3.3 I f  two substars a and (3 have non-empty intersection then their intersection
will constitute a substar 7  with label C\C2 ......................... cn defined as:
* if  ai = bi = *
ct = l  (3.8)
k i f  ai = bi = k or { a,-,6; } =  { k, * }
N ode M apping betw een Source and D estination  Substar
Once the goal configuration is determ ined, each active task will be moved from the source 
substar to the destination substar. The number of moving steps for task m igration is 
expressed in term s of moving distance, which is defined as the num ber of moving steps
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required to move from one substar location to  another w ithout any deadlocks. When task 
modules are m igrated in a sequential order, the to ta l moving distance is the sum of the 
moving distances of all the tasks modules.
The source and the destination substar addresses are specified by the star
code S C  =  (dn. d n- i  The rightm ost k digits of the substars are fixed. Moving a
task from a source substar to a destination substar is a problem of copying the contents of 
a source substar to  destination substar in parallel. The adjacency relationship of the nodes 
in the source substar should hold in the destination substar i.e. two neighboring nodes in 
the source substar should be neighbors in the destination substar too.
Consider a S n and let the source substar of  dimension k  be represented by 
*k a i a2 ■• -an-k  
and the destination by
* k a n - k  d n - k - 1 «1
A lg o r i th m  3.3  Node mapping between Source and Destination Substar
1. Read the rightm ost symbol of the destination s ta r and scan for the same symbol in 
the source substar till a m atch is found.
'2 . Save the value of the bit position. Swap the ith and the nth positions, where i is the 
bit position saved.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 k  times, where k is the num ber of fixed digits.
To move the task from the source substar to the destination substar, correct 
the symbols in the source substar so th a t they m atch with the fixed symbols in the destina­
tion substar s tarting  from the rightm ost digit of the destination substar. Throughout the 
network we have substars of the following kind which are to be routed to the destination 
substar :
*k a , ar as at 
*k~ l a- * ar as a t
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*k~p a: *p ar as at 
az *k ar as at 
This can be done in one of the following ways :
If
k k* a,  aT as at — * at ar as a:
k- 1 (*") fc-i1 a: * ar as at — * 1 at * aT as a:
*k~p at *p ar as az * *k p at *p ar as az
k (,n> ka,  * ar as at — at * a,. as a.
where 1 < i < n — k,  and (in ) denotes a 2 -cycle.
1 . i =  1 . then the cycle ( In)  takes one step to execute.
2 . i jt 1 . then the cycle ( in) can be executed in three steps as ( ln)( li)(  In).
The (n - k ) fixed digits of the source substar, from right to  left, are corrected 
to m atch with the fixed digits of the destination substar as shown above.
L e m m a  3 .4  The adjacency relationship o f  the nodes in the source substar holds in the 
nodes o f  the destination substar.
P ro o f : Consider the source substar represented by *k aT as a t and the destination repre­
sented by *k ax ay a, .  Let a\ a-2 « 3  ax ay ar as at and ax ao « 3  az a \ ay ar as at . 
represent two adjacent nodes in the source substar. According to the routing scheme the 
symbols a.  and at have to  be transposed to reach the destination substar. The same fixed
symbols (of the source substar required to reach the destination substar) are swapped in
both the nodes. Only the symbols corresponding to the fixed symbols in the destination 
nodes are disturbed and the rest corresponding to  adjacency relationship between the two 
nodes are left undisturbed. So the adjacency relation of the nodes in the source substar 
still holds in the destination substar.
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(in) (in) (in)
a i  a -2 «3 a z a x a y a T a s a t —  a j a -2 «3  a t a x a y « r  « s  —  « i  «2  «3  a t o-x o.s a r a y a : —
Cl\ &2 Q3  Q>t Gr &s &r  &y &z
( i n )  (in) ( i n )
ax a 2  <33 a : a \  a y a r a s at —  a x a 2  «3  a z a x a y a r a s at —  a x 0 2  a$ at ax a y a r a s a -  —  
Clr & 2  O. 3  Clz ^1 &y &$ &t
where 1 <  i <  n — k. Q .E .D .
Lem m a 3.5 The in term ed ia te  nodes reached at each s tep  while routing the source su bs ta r  
to a des t in a t io n  su b s ta r  are d is t inc t.
P ro o f: To correct the digits of the source substar to  m atch with th a t of destination substar 
we perform k ( i n)  transpositions, where k  is the dimension of the substar. Since ( i n)  
is executed as ( lra)(li)(Ira) the first step is the swapping the l s( and the n th positions, 
which takes a node to a different substar. The n th position can be occupied by one of the 
(re — 1) digits. So when (Ira) is applied, a node can possibly go to  one of (re — 1) substars.
The transposition (If)  routes the node to  a different node within the same substar. If
(If)  is applied to  two distinct nodes it will result in two distinct nodes. Finally ( I n )  will 
take the node to a different substar. From this we can conclude th a t the transpositions 
(Ira), (If) ,  (Ira) takes the distinct nodes of a  substar through a series of pa th  which are all 
stepwise disjoint. Q .E .D .
Lem m a 3.6 The part ia l  com paction  algorithm  would not realize any  task which is larger  
o r  equal to the requesting task.
P r o o f : W hen an incoming task could not be assigned to the network, the number of free 
processors in the network, (ra! — |/,j!) is calculated. If the num ber of free processors is
greater than  or equal to  the processors required by the incoming task, then a substar with 
least number of active processors is selected. The task currently running on th a t substar 
are m igrated to  another substar and the incoming task is assigned to the substar. The 
incoming task looks for a substar of the same size as required by it with the least number 
of active processors. Since the least num ber of processors has to be greater than  zero, we 
conclude tha t an incoming request can not release a task equal or greater in dimension. 
Q .E .D .
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L e m m a  3 .7  There will be a f inite number of  migrations of  a task.
P r o o f : A task remains in the network for a finite am ount of time called the task residence 
time. A substar is relinquished by a task, if its task residence time goes to zero. The 
sta tu s of the network is monitored at fixed intervals of time. T. Let us consider the worst 
case scenario th a t a task is m igrated each time the task residence time is decremented. In 
between two monitoring intervals the task progresses towards completion by an am ount 
equal to the inter-m onitoring interval, T.  Since the task residence time is finite, it will 
expire in finite time, after going through a finite number of task  m igrations. Q .E .D .
T h e o re m  3.2  The partial compaction algorithm is true.
P r o o f  : We prove this theorem  by showing th a t this algorithm  is able to  allocate an 
incoming task whenever there are enough free processors and it term inates in a finite num ber 
of iterations. Consider a task th a t requires a 5jt. For allocating such a task, the algorithm  
selects a Sk with the minimum number of active processors, ex tract all the tasks from it 
and put them  in a buffer. According to our hypothesis these tasks can always be allocated 
since there are enough free processors. Therefore the partia l algorithm  is able to allocate 
an incoming task whenever there are enough free processors. Next, the condition th a t the 
algorithm  term inates in finite number of steps can be proved in conjunction with Lemma 
3.6 and the fact th a t the task are not put back onto the incoming queue. So the queue 
length of incoming tasks always decreases after task allocation. Q .E .D .
C h ap ter  4
Sim ulation  and R esu lts
Two simulation models of a S n with dynamic allocation scheme and dynamic allocation 
with task m igration, were developed to  com pare the perform ance of the above mentioned 
allocation strategies. This was done on SUN SPA R C stationl using ’C \  The following as­
sum ptions were made to realize the model.
A ssum ptions :
• Com putation and communication can take place concurrently in each processor.
• Each processor has a large memory to accom m odate its own process as well as the 
process bypassing it.
• Each processor has a separate input and ou tpu t port. Thus, each node can receive a
task module while sending another to  its next hop.
• No two processors can route their tasks to  the same processor, at any time.
• Relocation assignments can be calculated in negligible time.
•  The decrement operation of task residence time can be performed in negligible time 
and in parallel across the network.
• It takes one time unit to move a task from one processor to another, and the tasks 
from a substar are moved in parallel to  another substar.
4 2
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• Tasks across multiple substars cannot be moved in parallel.
• The task to  be m igrated can be saved on a buffer within the system.
4.1 S im u la tion  E xp erim en t for D yn am ic  A llo ca tio n
4 .1 .1  P ro g ra m  for D y n a m ic  A llo ca tio n
1 . G enerate a random  input task sequence constituting the dimension of substar (S 2, S 3 , ■ ■ ■ 5„_ 1 ) 
and task  residence time ( t i .  t2, ■ ■ -f3 ) which follow a uniform distribution.
2. Assign the tasks T j, T 2 , - --T*j .  to  the processors of the star-netw ork following the 
Buddy Strategy in section 3.5.1, where N denotes the to ta l input task requests.
3. Set the allocation bits of the processors to which tasks are assigned to  1.
4. After T time units, decrement the task  residence tim e (TR T) by T  and check if TRT 
has gone to  zero.
5. Allocate the  next task to  the network, if it can be allocated. Otherwise wait for a 
period until another substar is relinquished.
6 . Repeat the steps 2 through 5 until all the task requests are honored.
7. Calculate the to tal tim e taken by the star-netw ork to serve all the requests.
4 .1 .2  P ro g ra m  for D y n a m ic  A llo c a tio n  w ith  T ask  M ig ra tio n
1. Follow the steps 1-4 of Program  1.
2. Assign the next task to  the network. If it cannot be assigned, com pute the number 
of free processors in the network. If the num ber of free processors is greater than  the 
dimension of substar requested, identify the substar of the same dimension with least 
number of active processors. Also identify the tasks running on this substar.
3. Search for a substar which can host the in terrupted tasks. This becomes the destina­
tion substar. Move the job from the source substar to the destination substar.
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4. Allocate the next task to  the free substar.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 until all the input requests are allocated to the network.
6 . Total the number of task migrations for each dimension substar. Also calculate the 
to ta l time taken by the star-netw ork to honor all requests.
4.2 N u m erica l R esu lts
The dynamic allocation scheme was tested with two input stream s. The same set of random 
numbers for substar dimension was used in both cases but the task residence time varied. 
In stream  1, TRTs were uniformly distributed random  numbers between 100-1000 and 
the inter-m onitoring time T  was 75. In stream  2, random  numbers between 250-600 were 
generated and T was 100. The various param eters th a t were observed are dynamic allocation 
time w ithout task m igration (DA),  dynamic allocation time with task m igration (DATM ), 
number of m igration of each dimension substars, to tal m igration time, and percentage time 
saved by using DATM over DA.
The to tal time for dynamic allocation with task m igration was calculated as 
TDATM = DATM 4- Total M igration time
where.
Total M igration time (T M T ) = of m igration steps of 5 ',)(M igration time for S;)
The percentage time saved is given by
r v  . .  ,  [ D A - T D A T M )  , n nVo time saved =  i ^ -------   x 1 0 0
The Tab. 4.1-4.6 show the simulation results for s tream l and stream 2 with 
request length of 1000-9000 and task migration time of substar St  through S n- t -  The 
results with stream  1 show a considerable saving in time over the input stream  2. This 
is due to  the larger range of variations of TRT and also due to smaller inter-m onitoring 
interval in s tream l.
The Fig 4.1a-4.1c show the graphical plot of number of input request against 
the time spent in task m igration. The task m igration time increases with the number 
of input requests. In Fig 4.2a-4.2c number of input request is plotted against the to ta l
execution time. Fig 4 .la-4.3c show plots of number of task migrated versus the time saved 
by task m igration. It is a  linearly increasing plot showing th a t larger the number of task 
m igrated, higher will be the savings in time.
Tab. 4.7-4.15 show the simulation results with stream  1 and stream  2 for 
request length of 1000-9000 on a hypercube (Q 4, Q.5).
In the simulations, we only consider the migration of tasks of dimension less 
than  or equal to Sn_! (Qn- 1 ) because a Sn ( Qn) can be partitioned into n 5 „ _ i 's  ( 2  Q n- \ ’s) 
and since the maximum dimension of the incoming request is Sn- \  ( Qn~i) , it is futile to 
m igrate a (n — 1 )-dimensional task and incur the additional overhead cost, when the task 
can continue to  run on the same substar (subcube) till completion.
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Req Len DA DATM TiM of S -2 TM of S 3 TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 59434 53172 38 50 702 10.32
2 0 0 0 119532 107135 8 6 93 1377 10.15
3000 177268 160168 136 133 2037 9.28
4000 237191 213866 184 180 2748 9.50
5000 297823 269023 240 225 3489 9.30
6000 357185 323210 290 270 4194 9.09
7000 417200 377141 344 317 4941 9.14
8000 479965 433515 391 368 5682 9.28
9000 541070 489020 429 418 6360 9.22
Table 4.1: Simulation results for 6 5  with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM  of S 2 TM  of S 3 TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 49141 46041 37 35 477 5.63
2 0 0 0 101317 95317 58 6 8 960 5.23
3000 153552 144597 96 99 1467 5.13
4000 204670 192870 128 140 2028 5.01
5000 255921 240721 153 175 2493 5.22
6000 304952 286752 192 203 2979 5.25
7000 356460 334870 233 240 3558 5.32
8000 406055 381555 269 277 4107 5.28
9000 454460 427260 303 313 4635 5.22
Table 4.2: Simulation results for 5s with stream  2
Req Len DA DATM TM  of S 2 TM of S 3 TM  of S4 TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 41657 37801 17 26 31 708 8.17
2 0 0 0 76774 70024 2 1 43 6 8 1344 7.57
3000 113305 102750 32 69 1 1 0 2148 8 .0 1
4000 149139 135489 49 8 8 137 2745 7.89
5000 186259 168709 64 1 1 2 177 3531 8.14
6000 220873 200323 76 133 205 4158 8 . 0 2
7000 255697 232472 82 154 238 4779 7.78
8000 290697 264236 92 175 277 5496 7.78
9000 328952 299327 1 0 2 198 308 6150 7.70
T a b l e  4 .3 :  S i m u l a t i o n  r e s u l t s  f o r  S 3 w i t h  s t r e a m  1
4 7
Req Len DA DATM TM of S 2 TM of S 3 TM of S 4 TM T % time saved
1000 30812 28612 13 15 35 648 5.03
2000 59989 55292 IS 19 64 1152 5.9
3000 88488 82288 25 44 90 1641 5.15
4000 116081 107681 33 59 128 2280 5.27
5000 145749 135549 40 78 155 2817 5.06
6000 174431 161731 45 102 185 3438 5.30
7000 201844 187544 55 119 216 4023 5.09
8000 229692 213309 63 132 254 4644 5.11
9000 258192 239792 74 152 290 5322 5.06
Table 4.4: Simulation results for S q with stream  2
Req Len DA DATM TM of
s,
TM of 
S3
TM of 
5 4
TM of
S5
TM T % time saved 
saved
1000 22873 20922 0 5 14 26 603 6.26
2000 46632 41832 3 6 27 55 1221 6.92
3000 69667 62992 6 13 40 80 1833 7.47
4000 92708 83858 8 17 65 104 2541 7.3
5000 113145 102178 10 22 84 130 3234 7.34
6000 135696 122796 16 31 107 151 3942 7.07
7000 158940 144915 20 32 118 178 4512 6.36
8000 183792 168417 23 36 133 203 5139 5.91
9000 207263 189638 2.5 41 147 232 5763 6.07
Table 4.5: Simulation results for Sr with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM  of
s2
TM  of 
S3
TM of 
£ .
TM of 
S5
TM T % time saved 
saved
1000 20699 19499 1 1 10 24 495 2.73
2000 42193 39884 1 3 19 49 996 3.11
3000 61986 58486 1 4 31 75 1539 3.16
4000 82667 77943 1 6 44 97 204.3 3.24
5000 103436 97236 5 7 53 122 2559 3.50
6000 123771 116571 5 9 59 145 2994 3.40
7000 143864 135465 7 12 68 170 3516 3.40
8000 163446 154346 8 16 81 191 4019 3.10
9000 182429 172229 12 18 86 222 4614 3.06
T a b l e  4 .6 :  S i m u l a t i o n  r e s u l t s  f o r  5V w i t h  s t r e a m  2
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Figure 4.*2b: No. of task m igrated versus to ta l execution time for S q
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Figure 4.3c: No. of task m igrated vrs time spent by task m igration for S 7
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 216165 204656 85 5.32
3000 643598 605298 253 5.65
5000 1060924 1001224 424 5.58
7000 1474748 1392948 594 5.5
9000 1903264 1797964 749 5.49
Table 4.7: Simulation results for Q 4 with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 165842 159142 61 4.01
3000 498948 457248 193 4.70
5000 820892 781292 334 4.78
7000 114303 1090703 476 4.55
9000 1468494 1403194 621 4.40
T a b l e  4 .8 :  S i m u l a t i o n  r e s u l t s  f o r  Q 4 w i t h  s t r e a m  2
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 150346 135760 138 9.60
3000 466448 424648 393 8.87
5000 777160 710450 669 8.49
7000 1077075 985075 936 8.45
9000 1380490 1259290 1234 8.69
Table 4.9: Simulation results for Qs with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 118633 110333 1 2 2 6.89
3000 358077 334693 339 5.98
5000 591578 554858 545 6.14
7000 823014 770514 779 6.28
9000 1051179 981679 1036 6.37
Table 4.10: Simulation results for Q 6 with stream  2
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 109685 96585 160 11.79
3000 347121 310621 488 10.37
5000 579229 516829 895 10.61
7000 812141 727041 1261 10.32
9000 1054632 945732 1152 10.17
Table 4.11: Simulation results for Qs with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
1 0 0 0 87072 78872 169 9.22
3000 268141 243941 485 8.84
5000 444775 406675 802 8.38
7000 627909 574809 1057 8.28
9000 809466 745266 1376 7.76
T a b l e  4 .1 2 :  S i m u l a t i o n  r e s u l t s  f o r  Q s  w i t h  s t r e a m  2
Req Len DA DATM TM T % time saved
3000 263026 •235026 527 10.44
5000 443296 391396 916 11.50
7000 643587 586987 1234 11.39
9000 825404 728585 1595 11.5
Table 4.13: Simulation results for Qio with stream  1
Req Len DA DATM TM T %time saved
1 0 0 0 62167 57267 105 7.7
3000 •204243 188743 394 7.39
5000 350354 320254 680 8.39
7000 492684 450683 959 8.33
9000 548944 1-234
Table 4.14: Simulation results for Q iq with stream  2
C h ap ter  5
C onclusions
We have carried out a study of the dynamic allocation strategies : with and w ithout task 
m igration for a star-netw ork and compared their working by simulation. We also simu­
lated these strategies on a Hypercube based on the substar allocation and task m igration 
schemes by [8 ], [9] and the partial compaction scheme by [14]. The dynamic strategy with 
task m igration improves performance over the one w ithout task m igration. The performance 
improvement in lower dimension networks is not significant using dynamic allocation with 
task m igration because the size of the network is small to exploit the features of task m igra­
tion. As the size of the network increases the % saving in tim e also increases significantly. 
The improvement is 6-10 % for star-netw ork and 7-11 % for a hypercube. For higher di­
mensional star-netw orks however, the improvement factor deteriorates. This is due the fact 
th a t as the dimension of network increases one S n- \  is able to host task of dimension less 
than  its size. The remaining 5 n_i host (n — 1 )-dimensional tasks. So. the task migration 
plays no role in those substars, except for the one 5„_i which hosts tasks of dimension < 
(n -  1). In hypercubes after an initial rise, the improvement factor remains approxim ately 
constant. The difference in performance of the task m igration strategy in the two networks 
is due to the fact th a t with the increase in dimension the num ber of processors in a S n 
increase factorially, whereas in a Q n it ju s t doubles.
It is also observed th a t the percentage time saved is approxim ately equal to
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This means tha t time saved increases with an increase in num ber of task m igrated. An 
improvement in performance is obtained if a task to be m igrated has a large task residence 
tim e so th a t it relinquishes the substar TRT time earlier to allow another task to  be hosted 
on th a t substar. There will be a degradation in the performance if the task th a t is about 
to relinquish a substar is m igrated.
The num ber of m igrations of the higher dimension tasks is more than  th a t of 
the lower dimension tasks. The (n -  '2)-dimensional substar accounts for almost half of the 
to ta l num ber of tasks m igrated. This effect is more prom inent in higher dimension stars.
There are many open problems on task allocation and m igration to  be ad­
dressed. Future research could involve finding a strategy to m igrate a  task based on the 
task residence time, instead of m igrating all the tasks. This would further optimize the task 
m igration tim e, since a task near completion would not be m igrated and thus would not in­
cur additional overheads. The problem of preem ptive job scheduling on the star-netw ork to 
find a minimum to ta l tim e T  such th a t all the task run to  completion, can also be studied.
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A p p en d ix
The following is the code for Dynamic allocation with Task M igration for a s ta r graph : 
^ include < std io .h>
#include < std lib .h>
/* Macro to generate random # ’s within given range */
^define RANGE(i, min, max) (i<m in) || (i>m ax) ? 1 : 0 
#define N 41000 
#define RANG 0 
s truct nodes { 
int dim;
int time; } s ta r[1 1 0 0 0 ], push.array['2 0 ]; 
s truc t alloc.bit { 
int bit; 
int time;
int dimm; } alloc[N]; 
struc t free.node { 
int dim;
int pointer; } node[1 0 0 0 ];
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6 1
long totaLtim e;
int dimen, no-of-nodes, in-length, i, random , index, loop.count;
int to tal-b it, count, j, k, m, n. interval, round, len-of.buffer;
int alloc.node, flag, initial-tim e. loop= 0 ;
int assign, node-free, array.count, bufferJen, request-len;
int large, var.assign, steps =  0 . old-bit, tem po, v, l.count;
int no-ofJter, old.nodes, new.nodes, new .bit, 1, z, big, la test.b it;
int occupy.count, beta, Lnode, free.flag: swaps, b .point, latestm odes;
int range-dim , range_time, assign.plus, intervaLof.tim e;
int sw ap l, swap‘2, swap3, s\vap4. swap5, swap6 , swap?;
int large, sub.pointer, in tervall, i.count, pop.dim , pop.tim e;
int push.count, alloc.star, alloc.proc, assign.flag, k.count;
int m .count, flag.assign, no_ofJter_b, free.node_count;
int substar.d im , popJoop, tim e.value, tim e.count;
/**************************** Calculate the factorial **************************/ 
int factorial (num ber) 
int number;
{
int i, fact;
I
for ( i= l ,  fa c t= l;  K num ber; + + i)  fact *= i; 
re tu rn  fact;
}
/***** Function to allocate the processors to the incoming requests **+*/
6 2
void allocationf)
{
do { 
m =  0: 
do {
/**+** Calculate the #  o f  nodes required by the incoming request ******/ 
alloc.node =  m *star[count].dim; 
interval =  star[count].dim ; 
if ( ( ( !avail_node(alloc.node, interval)) k k  ((no.of.nodes—alloc.node)> interval)) 
k k  interval) {
for ( j= 0 ; j< in terval; + + j)
{ alloc[alloc_node+j].bit =  1 ; 
alloc[alloc.node+j].tim e =  star[count].tim e; 
alloc[alloc_node+j].dimm = 0 : 
flag =  1 ;
}
alloc[alloc_node+interval-l].dim m  =  1 ;
+ +assign ; + + coun t;
}
else { + + m ; flag = 0 ; } 
if ( (no.of.nodes — alloc.node) cin terval) break; 
if (assign = =  request.len) break;
} while (Iflag);
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if (((free_processor(0 . no.of.nodes)) > interval) k k  
(interval) k k  ( !flag)) { relocation!): -f+count: } 
if (!flag) { proc.tim e(initial.tim e): }
} while (interval); /**** Loop till the buffer i f  full or ***
** nil the requests have been assigned */
}
/************* Subroutine for process relinquishment *******************/ 
Reduces the task residence time by "time-value" ***************/ 
proc.time(time_value)
{
for ( i= 0 ; i<no.of.nodes; + + i)  { 
alloc[i].time —= time.value; 
if (alloc[i].time < 0 ) { 
alloc[i] .bit =  0 ; 
alloc[i].time =  0 : 
alloc[i].dimm =  0 ;
}
}
+ + tim e.coun t;
}
/**** Subroutine to find i f  " b” nodes starting from node "a" are free ******/ 
int avail_node( a. b) 
int a, b;
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{
int node_avail =  0 ;
for (i=a: i< (a + b ): + + i)  { node.avail =  node.avail | alloc[i].bit; } 
ret u rn(node.a vail);
}
/+ + ** Calculates the number o f  free processors available in the network  ******/ 
int free_processor(c. d)
{
node.free =  0 ;
for (i=c; i<d; + + i)  { if (alloc[i].bit = =  0 ) + +node.free: } 
return! node_free);
}
/********* Calculates the largest dimension free substar available ***********/ 
/******************** and points to that substar  ****************************/ 
la rgest!)
{
large =  node[0 ].dim; 
for ( i= l;  i< n o .o fJ ter; + + i)  {
if (node[i].dim > large) { large =  node[i].dim; sub.pointer =  i*interval; }
}
}
la rg ()
{
int v_larg;
v Jarg  =  alloc[0].time;
for ( i= 0 : iCno.of.nodes; + + i)  {
if (alloc[i].time > v Jarg ) v Ja rg  =  alloc[i].time:
}
return  (vJarg ):
}
int biggest()
{
big = old.nodes; 
new .bit =  old-bit;
if (big < new.nodes) { big =  new .nodes: new .bit =  new .bit; } 
if (big < latest-nodes) { big =  latest.nodes; new .bit =  la te st.b it; } 
ret urn( new .bit);
}
/*********** Identifies the substar to be migrated, relinquishes it *********/ 
/********************** and pushes it onto a stack ****************************/ 
void identify()
{
for (i= sub .poin ter; i<sub_pointer +  interval; + + i)  { 
if (alloc[i].bit) + + in te rv a ll; 
else {
push(interval!, star[i—lj.tim e);
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intervall =  0 ; }
}
}
/******** Subroutine to push the relinquished task onto the stack  ************/
push (num ber 1 , num ber2 )
{
push.count =  0 ;
if ((i.count > 0 ) k k  (i.count < 2 0 )) { 
for (i= i.coun t: i> 1 : — i) {
push.array[i].dim  =  pu sh .a rray [i-l] .d im ; 
push.array[i].tim e =  p u sh .a rray [i-l] .tim e;
}
}
push_array[0 ].dim = num berl; 
push_array[0 ].tim e =  num ber2 ;
++push_count;
}
/*************** Subroutine to pop the task from the stack ******************/
void p o p ()
{
pop.dim  = push_array[0 ].dim;
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pop-tim e = push.arrav[0 ].time; 
for ( i= 0 ; i<push_count; + + i)  { 
push.arrav[i].dim  = push_array[i+l].dim : 
push_array[i].time =  push .array[i+ l].tim e:
}
— push.count;
}
/*** Allocate the incoming task o f  higher dimension to the star network **+*/ 
void allocc(num) 
int num;
{
int allocc.assign =  0 , allocc.flag;
1 =  0 ; 
do {
alloc.star =  l*num; 
if (!avail_node(alloc.star, num )) { 
for ( j= 0 ; j< in terval; + + j)  { 
alloc[alloc_star+j].bit =  1 ; 
alloc[alloc_star+j].tim e = star[count].tim e; 
alloc[alloc.star+j].dim m  =  0 ; 
allocc.flag = I;
}
alloc[alloc_star+num  — l].dim m  =  1 :
++allocc.assign;
}
else { + + 1; allocc.flag = 0 ; }
} while (lallocc.flag); 
assign + =  allocc.assign;
}
/***** Allocate the relinquished task to some other substar in the network 
void allocate (num .a, num .b) 
int num .a, num .b;
{
int allocate.assign; 
m .count - 0 ; 
do {
alloc.proc = m .count * num .a; 
if (no.oLnodes — alloc.proc < num .a) break; 
if (lavail.nodefalloc.proc, num .a)) { 
for ( j= 0 ; jc n u m .a ; + + j)  { 
alloc[alloc.proc+j].bit =  1 ; 
alloc[alloc_proc+j].time =  num.b; 
alloc[alloc-proc+j].dim m  =  0 ; 
allocate.assign = 1 ;
}
alloc[alloc_proc+num .a—lj.dim m  = 1 ;
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} else { + + m .co u n t; allocate.assign = 0 ; }
} while (lallocate.assign); 
if (no.of.nodes—alloc.proc c n u m .a ) { 
no .o fJ te r.b  = no_of.nodes/num .a; 
for ( j= 0 ; jc n o .o f j te r .b ;  + + j)  { 
for (1= 0 ; icn u m .a ; + + i)  { if (!alloc[j*num .a+i].bit) ++free_node.count: } 
node[j].dim =  free.node.count; 
node[j].pointer =  j*num_a; 
free.node.count =  0 ;
}
la rg est();
for (i=sub_pointer; i<sub .poin ter+ in terval; + + i)  { 
while (alloc[i].bit && !(alloc[i].dimm)) {
+ + su b sta r.d im ; alloc[i].bit =  0 ; alloc[i].time = 0 ; + + i; } 
if (alloc[i].dimm) { + + su b sta r.d im ; push(substar.d im , alloc[i].time); } 
alloc[i].time =  alloc[i].bit =  alloc[i].dimm= substar.d im  =  0 ;
}
m .count =  0 ; 
do {
alloc.proc = m .count * num .a; 
if (!avail_node(alloc.proc, num .a)) { 
for ( j= 0 ; jc n u m .a ; + + j)  { 
alloc[alloc_proc+j].bit =  1 ;
alloc[alloc-proc+j].tim e = num.b; 
alloc[alloc-proc+j].dimm =  0 ; 
allocate.assign =  1 ;
}
alloc[alloc.proc+num .a—lj.dim m  =  1 ;
} else { + + m .co u n t; allocate.assign =  0 ; }
} while(!allocate_assign);
}
}
/* Subroutine to relocate tasks from one part o f  the network to another part */ 
relocationQ 
{
substar_identification( );
}
/+*** Subroutine to identify the source and the destination substars  *********/ 
substar .identification!)
{
n o .o fJ te r = no.oLnodes/interval; /** No o f  substar to be checked for free nodes 
old.nodes =  occupy.count =  nevv.nodes = 0 ; 
for (j=0 ; j< n o .o fJ te r; + + j)  {
for ( i= 0 ; i<interval; + + i)  { if ( !alloc[j*interval +  i].b it) ++old_nodes; } 
node[j].dim =  old.nodes; 
node[j].pointer =  j * interval;
old.nodes =  0 ;
}
largest! )•
for (i=sub.pointer: i<sub .poin ter+ in terval; + + i)  { 
while ((alloc[i].bit ) k k  !(alloc[i].dimm)) {
+ + su b sta r.d im ; alloc[i].bit =  0 ; alloc[i].time = 0 : + + i: } 
if (alloc[ij.dimm) { ++substar_dim ; pushfsubstar.d im . alloc[i].time): } 
alloc[i].bit =  alloc[i].time =  alloc[i].dimm =  substar.d im  =  0 ;
}
sub .poin ter =  0 : 
allocc(interval); 
popJoop  =  push.count; 
while (popJoop) { 
pop();
switch (pop.dim ) {
case 1: steps + =  3; + + sw a p l; break;
case 2 : steps + =  6 ; + + sw ap 2 ; break;
case 6 : steps + =  9; ++sw ap3; break;
case 24: steps + =  12; ++sw ap4; break;
case 120: steps + =  15; ++sw ap5; break;
case 720: steps + =  18; + + sw ap 6 ; break;
case 5040: steps + =  21; ++sw ap7; break;
default: break;
allocate (pop.dim. pop.time);
— pop.loop;
}
}
/*****************************************************************************/ 
m ain()
{
printff "Enter th e  dim o f th e  sta r \n " );  
scanff "*/,d". fcdimen);
printf("The dim o f s ta r  i s  '/,d \n \n " . dimen); 
no.of.nodes = factorial (dimen): 
printff "The no. o f nodes are */,4d\n", no.of.nodes); 
printff "Enter th e  s i z e  o f th e  incoming req u est seq u en ce \n " ); 
scanff '"/,4d", &in.length); 
scanf("'/,d 7,d". &range.dim, &range.time); 
printff "'/.d '/,d\n", range.dim, range.time);
printff "The dim ension o f su b sta r  req u ired  by th e  incoming request"); 
printff "and th e  tim e fo r  which t h i s  su b sta r  i s  req u ired  i s  g iv en  by \n"): 
for ( i=0; i<in_length; + + i)  { 
do {
random =  randf) % range.dim;
} while (RANGE (random. 1, dimen—1));
star[i].dim  =  factorial (random ); 
index+ + ; 
do {
star[i].tim e =  ra n d () % range.tim e:
} while (RANGE (star[i].tim e, 100. 1000));
}
printf( " \ n " ); 
requestJen  = in Jeng th  ; 
printf( "E n te r  th e  i n t e r v a l  o f  t im e \n " ) ;  
scanf("'/,d", &interval_of_time); 
printf( " E n te r  th e  le n g th  o f  th e  b u f f e r \n " ) ;  
s c a n f f f c l e n .o f .b u f f e r ) ;  
p rin tf("’/,3d \n", len-of.buffer); 
initial-tim e = intervaLoLtim e; 
count =  to ta l-b it =  0 ;
for ( i= 0 ; i<no.of_nodes; + + i)  alloc[i].bit =  0 ; 
assign = swaps = 0 ;
do { a llocation(); } while (assign ^  in-length );
to tal-tim e = time_count*initial_time +  la rg ();
printff " t im e .c o u n t  =’/,3d la r g e  = '/.3d\n", tim e.count, larg());
printff "T o ta l tim e  = '/.d\n", to tal.tim e);
printff " T o ta l number o f  swaps = '/id\n". swaps);
printff " T o ta l number o f s te p s  = '/,d\n", steps);
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prin tf("sw pal = '/,d swap2 = '/,d swap3 = '/,d swap4 = ’/,d  swap5 -  '/,d swap6  -  ’/.d"): 
p rin tff ' swap7 = ’/.d \n " , sw apl, swap2. swap3, svvap4, swapo, swap6 . swap7);
